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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This chapter present review of related literature which is based on relevant 

theories. They cover sociolinguistics, bilingualism, code-mixing and Thai pop 

songs. 

2.1 Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics is the learning of the language relation and community 

sciences in terms of variant language. This is consistent with Noam Chomsky in 

Romaine (2000:1) state that sociolinguistics emphasize with one variation of 

language in societies cause that object can be object language learning  in another 

language. Then, Chomsky said that the question of language is the first question 

of power. According to the statement, it is obvious that sociolinguistics is the 

learning of language that is carefully relating to the constituent of language but it 

just determined on the differences in language utilize and society’s development.   

Moreover, Ramptop(2010) state thatbilingualism is the ability in using two 

languages which ranging from the lowest ability into language to a high level of 

the potential which allows the speaker to function and present as a native-like 

speaker of two language. Therefore, people who are efficient to speak more than 

one language which is called bilingual.People who are bilinguals often mix one 

language with another language when they are speaking. Consequently, the 
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learning of sociolinguistics is associated either with the organizational framework 

or on the level of development. Using language in the community and make 

familiar with the user on the level development utilizes of language in society 

used in engagement with the reasonable developmental and language level of 

politesociety. 

2.2 Bilingualism 

 This time, speaking in two or more languages becomes a normal 

activity for people. Normally happens when people communicate with other 

people who live in a different social circle or country. The ability to speak in two 

languages is called bilingualism, and people who have ability to speak in two 

languages are called bilingual. Wardhaugh (2006: 100) states, “abilingual 

situation can produce still other effects on one or more of the languages 

involved”. 

 In addition According to Romaine (2006), bilingualism means 

understanding or recognizing two languages. Some bilingual speakers can speak 

both languages fluently, but some others are just fluent in one language. 

 From the definition is concluded that bilingual is people ability to speak 

more than one language. They can mix one language to another language when 

they speaking. 
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2.3Code-Mixing 

 Code-mixing is one of the situations which appear in bilingual speaker. The 

speaker regularly says a sentence in language and they insert other word and 

phrase from another language in that sentence, this case is called code-mixing. 

According to Wardhaugh(2002:103), code-mixing happens when habituallyuse 

both languages together to the extent that they change from one language into the 

other of a single speech. Muysken(2001:1) states that code-mixing is expressively 

proposing language that are combined to increase social status or to keep the 

speaker’scommunicating in the society.  

Moreover, according to Roni (2008), code-mixing often happen among 

bilinguals when their mother tongue is in communicate with a second language. 

Hence, Yee Ho (2007) states that code-mixing is the change of one language to 

another within the oral or written text. 

 

2.3.1 Types of Code-Mixing 

According to Muysken(2000:3) there are three pattern of code-mixing 

which may be found in the bilingual speech communities: insertion, alternation 

and congruent lexicalization 
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1.  Insertion  

In the Insertion pattern, one language defines the overall structure of 

elements from other language are inserted. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1 

Figure 2.1 Insertion Code-Mixing 

 

 

(Adapted from Muysken, 2000)  

Example: 

 Thai/ English  :

 “เม่ือตอนท่ีดูมือถือท่ีเธอส่ง messageก็รู้สึกดีท่ีเ

ธอส่งมาบอกวา่รักกนั”  
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  :   (Translation: I feel good to see your love 

message on my phone.) 

 

2. Alternation 

 In the Alternation Pattern, both languages occur alternately, each with 

their own structure, in the situation of alternation, components from the language 

A is followed by components from the language B. language of dominating A and 

B is unspecified. 

 

Figure 2.2Alternation Code-Mixing 

 

 

(Adapted from Muysken, 2000) 

Example:   

Thai / English :                        :ค าวา่รักไม่ยากหรอกนะjust say it 

:  (Translation: Love is not difficult, just say it. 
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3. Congruent Lexicalization 

 Congruent lexicalization this refers to situation where two languages have 

a common grammatical structure which can be filled lexically with elements from 

either language. According to Muysken(2000) explained about congruent 

lexicalization, the grammatical structure is shared bylanguage A and B, and words 

from bothlanguage A and B are inserted less or more randomly.   

 

Figure 2.3  Congruent Lexicalization Code-Mixing    

 

 

(Adapted from Muysken, 2000) 

Example:   

 Thai/English :   รัก Youทั้งคืน You know จนถึงแดดออก”. 
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  : This (Translation: I love you all night… you 

know, till daylight.) 

 

 

 

2.4 Thai Pop songs 

 Pop music is from English language called popular songs or briefly as pop 

songs or pop music. The content of the songs is often about the lifestyle of 

teenager including life, love life, study and young lifestyle. The lyrics are not 

based on the classical standards; even ordinary word in everyday life can come in 

melodies and rhythms into pop music. String or Thai pop songs origins lie in 

American R&B, which is brought by American and Australian soldiers.A Thai 

pop is kinds of Thai music likely western pop. It released in the 1970s-1980s, and 

that period it known as String music (Thai: เพลงสตริง ). It was very popular in the 

1990s, and has since the Thai music industry.  

 


